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Up and Coming Artist RBECKA, Releases New Single, “SKIN AND BONES” 
Release date: February 22, 2019 
Label: GMG 
Listen to song here: https://promo.theorchard.com/acMYVEyQEEIH8DHV4MEH  
Release show: February 28, 2019 at Boquerian/MOOD, 9pm  
 
Stockholm 14 February 2019, Swedish pop artist RBECKA announces her new single 
release SKIN AND BONES, from the upcoming EP. For the last year she has been 
exploring her sound and developing her music in the GMG studio. In close collaboration with 
producer Oliver Heinänen. she creates pop with influences of soul and RnB and are now 
ready to present SKIN AND BONES to her fans worldwide! 
 
‘’You’re gonna tear us to pieces, rip us apart from skin and bones’’  
 
With a unique mix of organic and synthetic sounds, melancholy melodies, dark base lines 
and excellent musical artistry “SKIN AND BONES” brings us to the subject about toxic 
relationships and the damaging effects that abusive relationships can have. Not only 
relationships with other people but also to yourself.  
 
RBECKA says ‘’From a young age I’ve always appreciated the melancholy in melodies. 
Where some people find them sad, I feel that they resonate with me and reflect the depth 
and emotion many of us carry inside’’. RBECKA’s lyrics are very often reflections of people 
and events in her surroundings mixed with her own personal experiences and emotions. 
 
Debuting with her songs at the age of 18 she has since then attracted listeners with up to 
700.000 Spotify streams. In 2018 she signed with GMG records and have since then gotten 
the opportunity to explore, develop and create her new sound, keeping her core of her own 
creativity and expression. Today the world looks to Sweden for the latest sounds, songs and 
artists and there’s already a great interest in RBECKA’s upcoming new releases on a local 
and international level.   
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“Only a few times each year is a voice with this level, finesse and soul discovered” -GAFFA 
Magazine. 
 
“For us at Grand Music Group one of the most important things is to collaborate with artists 
that we believe in, where we can support and develop the artists own creativity in contrast to 
so many other record labels who wants to shape their artists to fit in to the sound of the 
future and the necessity of the industry” says Mårten Fredholm, founder of Grand Music 
Group. He continues saying “RBECKA was the first artist ever to be sign to Grand Music 
Group. With RBECKA there’s no ending! The genuine fire she carries inside will take her to 
the big international arena! At Grand Music Group we build legends, nothing less.” 
 
More Information 
If you would like some more information about this release, or would like to contact us about 
interview opportunities / review copies, please contact: 
management@grandmusicgroup.com or call +46 704 43 93 83 
For high resolution photos: https://www.grandmusicgroup.com/artists/rbecka/ 
 
 

 
 
 
About RBECKA 
Rebecka Rydgren, RBECKA, is a young Swedish singer and songwriter born in Stockholm in 
1998. RBECKA’s voice is powerful and compelling, marked by a unique vibrato that allows 
her to convey raw emotion. She draws inspiration from singers such as, Jorja Smith, Bishop 
Briggs and Billie Eilish. 
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Her music can be described as dark pop influenced by soul and alternative genres, in 
combination with a dramatic and mysterious atmosphere. Over the years, RBECKA has 
performed on several stages throughout Sweden. She has performed numerous times on 
stages like Kungsträdgården in Stockholm, as well as large international music festivals such 
as “Live at Heart” and on the main stage at Malmöfestivalen in front of 20 000 people. 
 
 
 
About Grand Music Group 
|GMG| was founded in 2015 by Mårten Fredholm, producer, musician and entrepreneur in 
the music industry. GMG Records is a part of the concern structure that is Grand Music 
Group, also offering music education, publishing, management and recording studios. 
GMG’s intention is to provide artists with a professional, inspiring platform where the artist’s 
own creativity and expression is in the focus and where collaboration and community is the 
key to success. GMG takes pride in managing the solid craftsmanship that’s behind really 
good music, regardless of genre, and to offer their artists the possibility to shape their own 
music in the way they deem best. For more information please visit: 
www.grandmusicgroup.com 
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